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Advances in Burn and Serious Skin Wound Care Healing

The referenced study addresses a product brand named “PriMatrix” which uses fetal 
bovine dermis as the source for Type III collagen, a collagen found in fetal dermis. BCM 
uses ULTRApur™ an exclusive BCM proprietary source of collagen and materials 
utilized in all BCM produced regenerative medicine products.

This referenced study has many similarities to the BCM skin tissue regenerative 
replacement product line that is basic and offered for standard skin care. However, for 
high performance healing, BCM uses very specific patient skin cells thereby removing 
issues of rejection in skin grafting procedures. 

This study does establish that BCM produced Burn and Serious Skin Wound Care 
Healing Products using PDcell™ grown grafting procedures can successfully heal 
damaged or destroyed skin cells and tissue. Common applications are skin ulcers, 
trauma wounds, small to mid-sized burns and many types of wounds. The BCM 

When applied to the patient’s wound the BCM graft rapidly fills with blood, binding both 
cells and growth factors. The PDcell™ enriched ASM collagen fibers support cellular 
repopulation and revascularization processes critical in wound healing.

Source:https://cdn.journals.lww.com/aswcjournal/Abstract/2014/08000/The_Use_of_Pri
Matrix,_a_Fetal_Bovine_Acellular.6.aspx

Title: Healing Chronic Diabetic Foot Ulcers: A Prospective Multicenter Study

Objective: The objective of this multicenter study was to prospectively evaluate the 
healing outcomes of chronic diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) treated with PriMatrix a fetal 
bovine acellular dermal matrix.

Methods: Inclusion criteria required the subjects to have a chronic DFU that ranged in 
area from 1 to 20 cm2 and failed to heal more than 30% during a 2-week screening 
period when treated with moist wound therapy. For qualifying subjects, PriMatrix was 
secured into a clean, sharply debrided wound; dressings were applied to maintain a 
moist wound environment, and the DFU was pressure off-loaded. Wound area 
measurements were taken weekly for up to 12 weeks, and PriMatrix was reapplied at 
the discretion of the treating physician.

https://cdn.journals.lww.com/aswcjournal/Abstract/2014/08000/The_Use_of_PriMatrix,_a_Fetal_Bovine_Acellular.6.aspx
https://cdn.journals.lww.com/aswcjournal/Abstract/2014/08000/The_Use_of_PriMatrix,_a_Fetal_Bovine_Acellular.6.aspx


Results: A total of 55 subjects were enrolled at 9 US centers with 46 subjects 
progressing to study completion. Ulcers had been in existence for an average of 286 
days, and initial mean ulcer area was 4.34 cm2. Of the subjects completing the study, 
76% healed by 12 weeks with a mean time to healing of 53.1 ± 21.9 days. The mean 
number of applications for these healed wounds was 2.0 ± 1.4, with 59.1% healing with 
a single application of PriMatrix and 22.9% healing with 2 applications. For subjects not 
healed by 12 weeks, the average wound area reduction was 71.4%.

Conclusion: The results of this multicenter prospective study demonstrate that the use 
of PriMatrix integrated with standard-of-care therapy is a successful treatment regimen 
to heal DFUs.


